INCIDENT: NON-FATAL CONTACT SHOOTING

LOCATION: 12400 Block QUINTETTE LN - BOWIE, MD  LOCATION TYPE: PUBLIC TRAIL
DATE & TIME OF INCIDENT: 7/17/16 @ 1600-1800HRS  LOCATION NAME: NORTHRIDGE PARK

SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT:

On 7/17/16 at approximately 1800 hrs, Bowie Units were contacted by Prince George’s County Police in reference to a shooting victim (Victim#1) who had arrived at Doctors Hospital, located at 8118 Good Luck Rd., Lanham, MD 20706. The male victim stated to Officers that he had been shot in the foot at the park with a pond located in Bowie. Later, another male shooting victim (Victim#2) responded to 15001 Health Center Drive, Bowie, MD. He also stated that he was near a pond and public pathway when he was shot in the lower leg at a park in Bowie. The nature of both victims’ injuries were non-life threatening. Both victims were extremely uncooperative with investigators. Since both victims stated they were shot in a Prince George’s County Park, Prince George’s County Park Police (CID Unit), will be assuming control of this investigation.

SUSPECT DESCRIPTION / ARRESTED:

SUSPECT: UNKNOWN

VICTIM / PERSON INJURED AND /OR PROPERTY DAMAGE:
VICTIM #1: (M) 18YRS, BOWIE RESIDENT
VICTIM#2: (M) 19YRS, BOWIE RESIDENT

ADMINISTRATION:
REPORTING OFFICER: PFC. SULLIVAN#036  SUPERVISOR ON SCENE: SGT. WALL#029
COMMANDER NOTIFIED: LT. KNOTT, LT. STANLEY  AT: ON SCENE
OTHER COMMAND NOTIFICATIONS: RESPONSED DIVISIONS: 
INVESTIGATION ASSIGNED TO: PGPP CID  CASE STATUS: OPEN
APPROVED FOR MEDIA RELEASE? Y  MEDIA NOTIFIED? N

UNUSUAL PREPARED BY: Sgt. Wall#029  SIGNATURE: 
UNUSUAL REVIEWED BY:  SIGNATURE: 
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